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Abstract: Ground state properties for Mg isotopes, including binding energies, one- and two-neutron separation

energies, pairing energies, nuclear matter radii and quadrupole deformation parameters, are obtained from the self-

consistent relativistic mean field (RMF) model with the pairing correlations treated by a shell-mode-like approach

(SLAP), in which the particle-number is conserved and the blocking effects are treated exactly. The experimental

data, including the binding energies and the one- and two-neutron separation energies, which are sensitive to the

treatment of pairing correlations and block effects, are well reproduced by the RMF+SLAP calculations.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, radioactive ion beams have extended
our knowledge of nuclear physics from stable nuclei to
exotic nuclei far from the β stability line. Extensive re-
search in this field has been performed, discovering many
entirely unexpected features of nuclear structure, such
as the halo phenomenon [1] and shell structure involu-
tion [2], etc. To understand the new physics in these
exotic nuclei, it is very important to find a reliable the-
ory for predicting the properties of the exotic nuclei close
to the drip lines.

The relativistic mean field (RMF) theory [3] is one
of the most successful microscopic models in the self-
consistent description of nuclei. With a few parame-
ters, RMF theory can give a satisfactory description for
the ground-state properties all over the nuclide chart for
both stable [4, 5] and exotic nuclei [6, 7]. The RMF
theory can better reproduce the nuclear saturation prop-
erties [8], give a new explanation of neutron halos and
proton halos [9, 10], predict giant neutron halos in nu-
clei close to the neutron drip line [11], give the spin-
orbit splitting naturally and explain the origin of the
pseudospin and the spin symmetry [12–20], and give a
self-consistent description of chiral rotation [21–24] and
magnetic and anti-magnetic rotation [25–31].

As an important residual interaction between nuclei,

pairing correlations play an essential role in many nuclear
properties. Traditionally, the pairing correlations are
treated by the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) approx-
imation or Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) approach.
However, along with their great successes, both BCS and
HFB approximations for nuclear pairing raise some con-
cerns [32, 33]. One such concern is the non-conservation
of the particle number. Because the number of nucle-
ons in a nucleus is limited, and the number of valence
nucleons dominating the nuclear low-lying excited states
is even less, the relative particle-number fluctuation is
not negligible. Another important concern is the proper
treatment of the Pauli blocking effect on pairing, which is
responsible for the odd-even differences in nuclear prop-
erties. To overcome these drawbacks, a particle-number
conserving method [32, 34], namely the shell-model-like
approach (SLAP), has been developed. Contrary to the
conventional BCS approach, the particle number is con-
served and the Pauli blocking effects are taken into ac-
count exactly in the SLAP and both odd-A and even-
even nuclei can be treated on the same footing. More-
over, exotic nuclei can also be treated by the SLAP
when the resonance states are considered. The SLAP
has already been implemented in the relativistic mean
field (RMF+SLAP) model [35]. SLAP has been em-
ployed successfully for describing odd-even differences
in moments of inertia (MOIs) [36], the nonadditivity in
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MOIs [37, 38], the identical bands [39, 40], the nuclear
pairing phase transition [41, 42], the rotational bands
and high-K isomers in the rare-earth [43–48], the ac-
tinide region and superheavy nuclei [49–52], the clus-
ter structures of light nuclei [53] and the nuclear anti-
magnetic rotation [54].

Due to a wide span of neutron numbers including
8, 20 and 28 magic numbers, the Mg isotope chain has
abundant exotic structures, e.g., island of inversion [55],
and halo structure [56, 57], etc. A lot of investiga-
tions, such as the shell model [58], the non-relativistic
HFB model [59–61] , the relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov
theory and the RMF theory [62–68],etc., have already
been performed to investigate the ground state proper-
ties of the Mg isotopes. In this work, the RMF+SLAP is
adopted to investigate the ground state properties of the
Mg isotopes. The paper is organized as follows. A brief
introduction to the RMF+SLAP framework is presented
in Section 2. Numerical details of the calculation are
given in Section 3. The ground state properties for the
Mg isotopes are analyzed in Section 4. A brief summary
is given in Section 5.

2 Theoretical framework

In the framework of RMF theory, the effective nuclear
interaction is usually described by the exchange of the
scalar meson σ, the vector meson ωµ, and the isovector-
vector meson ~ρµ. The effective Lagrangian density can
be written as the following

L= ψ̄ [iγµ∂µ−M−gσσ−gωω
µγµ−gργ

µ~τ · ~ρµ

−eγµ 1−τ3
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where the field tensors of the vector mesons and the elec-
tromagnetic field take the forms

Ωµν =∂µων −∂νωµ ,

~Rµν =∂µ~ρν −∂ν ~ρµ ,

F µν =∂µAν −∂νAµ . (2)

According to the Euler-Lagrange equation, the Dirac
equation of the nucleon can be written as

{α ·p+V (r)+β[M+S(r)]}ψi = εiψi , (3)

where εi is the single particle energy of the Dirac state i.
The scalar S(r) and vector V (r) potentials are connected
in a self-consistent way to various densities through the
Klein-Gordon equations for the meson fields σ(r), ω(r),
and ρ(r) and the photon fields A(r),
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ρ(r) = gρρ3(r) ,

−∆A(r) = eρp(r) .

(4)

Following the definition of the Dirac spinors for the axial
deformed case in Ref. [35], the scalar and vector densities
can be represented as

ρs,v = 2
∑

i

[(|f+
i |2 + |f−

i |2)∓(|g+
i |

2 + |g−i |
2)] , (5)

where fi and gi represent respectively the large and small
components of the Dirac state i.

The iterative solution of the Dirac equation for the
nucleon and the Klein-Gordon equations for the mesons
gives rise to the total energy, quadrupole moments,
single-particle energies, etc.

The total energy calculated by the RMF for the sys-
tem is

ERMF =Enucl +Eσ +Eω +Eρ +Ec +ECM , (6)

with
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(7)

where Enucl is the summation of the energies of nucleon
εi; Eσ, Eω, Eρ and Ec are the contributions of the meson
fields and the Coulomb fields, and ECM is the correction
for the center-of-mass motion.
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Based on the single-particle levels and wave functions
obtained from the Dirac equation (3), the SLAP can
be used to treat the nuclear pairing correlations. The
Hamiltonian can be written as

H=Hs.p. +Hpair

=
∑

i

εia
†
iai−G

i6=j
∑

i,j>0

a†ia
†

ī
aj̄aj , (8)

where εi is the single-particle energy obtained from the
Dirac equation (3), ī and j̄ are the time-reversal states
of i and j, and G is the effective pairing strength. This
Hamiltonian is diagonalized in a space constructed with a
set of multi-particle configurations (MPCs). The MPCs
are constructed as the following: the fully paired config-
uration (seniority s= 0) for even-even nuclei

|ρ1ρ̄1 · · ·ρnρ̄n〉= a†ρ1
a†ρ̄1

· · ·a†ρn

a†ρ̄n

|0〉 , (9)

the configurations with two unpaired particles (seniority
s= 2)

|ij̄ρ1ρ̄1 · · ·ρn−1ρ̄n−1〉 (10)

= a†ia
†

j̄
a†ρ1

a†ρ̄1
· · ·a†ρ

n−1
a†ρ̄

n−1
|0〉 (i 6= j) ,

and configurations with more unpaired particles (senior-
ity s = 4,6, . . .) see e.g., Refs. [32, 35]. The MPC for
an odd N = 2n+ 1 particle system can be constructed
similarly.

In the practical calculations, the MPC space has to
be truncated with an energy cutoff Ec, i.e., the config-
urations with energies |Em −E0| 6 Ec are used to diag-
onalize the Hamiltonian (8), where Em and E0 are the
energies of the mth configuration and the ground-state
configuration, respectively.

After the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (8), one
could obtain the nuclear many-body wave function

|ψβ〉=
∑

c1···cn

vβ,c1···cn
|c1c̄1 · · ·cnc̄n〉

+
∑

i,j

∑

c1···cn−1

vβ(ij),c1···cn−1
|ij̄c1c̄1 · · ·cn−1c̄n−1〉

+ · · · , (11)

where β = 0 for the ground state, and β = 1,2,3, . . . for
the excited states. vβ means the coefficient after diago-
nalization. The pairing energy can be calculated by

Epair = 〈ψβ |Hpair |ψβ〉 , (12)

The total energy of the nuclei can be written as

Etotal =ERMF +Epair . (13)

3 Numerical details

In this work, the ground state properties of twenty-
two Mg isotopes with neutron number N = 7−28 are an-
alyzed systematically by the RMF+SLAP. Axial symme-
try is imposed in the present calculations and the Dirac

Eq (3) is solved in a space of axially deformed harmonic
oscillator basis with 14 major shells and an oscillator fre-
quency given by ~ω0 = 41A1/3. The effective interaction
PK1 [69] is adopted. The effective pairing strengths can,
in principle, be determined by the odd-even differences in
the nuclear binding energies, and are connected with the
dimension of the truncated MPC space. The odd-even
mass difference is defined, e.g., for the neutron, as:

∆n =
1

2
[B(N−1,Z)+B(N+1,Z)]−B(N,Z) , (14)

where B(N,Z) is the binding energy of the nucleus with
neutron number N and proton number Z. For pro-
tons and neutrons, the truncation energy is chosen as
Ec = 40 MeV. With this truncation, all the most im-
portant MPCs in the ground state wavefunction are in-
cluded. The corresponding proton and neutron effective
pairing strengths are chosen as Gp =Gn = 10/A MeV.

4 Results and discussion

The experimental and the calculated odd-even mass
differences for Mg isotopes as function of neutron number
N are shown in Fig. 1. The data can be well reproduced
by the SLAP+RMF calculations.

Fig. 1. Experimental and calculated odd-even
mass difference for Mg isotopes as a function
of neutron number N . The effective pairing in-
teraction strengths for protons and neutrons are
Gp = Gn = 10/A MeV.

The ground state properties of Mg isotopes, includ-
ing the total binding energy E, the root mean square
radii Rm and the quadrupole deformation β2, from the
RMF+SLAP and RMF calculations with effective inter-
action PK1 are shown in Table 1. The experimental
data [56, 70–72] are also shown for comparison. For the
ground state, the RMF+SLAP calculations can give a
very good description of the data.
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Table 1. The experimental and calculated binding energies, radii and quadrupole deformations for the Mg iso-
tope chain. The experimental values of binding energies Eexp, the root mean square radii Rexp

m and quadrupole
deformation βexp

2 are taken from Refs. [56, 70–72].

A Eexp/MeV ERMF/MeV ESLAP/MeV R
exp
m /fm RRMF

m /fm RSLAP
m /fm β

exp
2 βRMF

2 βSLAP
2

19 −110.927 −113.141 −116.755 2.883 3.010 0.380 0.204

20 −134.468 −134.763 −137.978 2.88 2.830 2.908 0.262 0.010

21 −149.120 −149.884 −150.980 2.852 2.874 0.394 0.379

22 −168.578 −166.895 −167.563 2.89 2.890 2.898 0.580 0.512 0.508

23 −181.726 −180.515 −180.957 2.96 2.901 2.905 0.500 0.498

24 −198.257 −194.628 −195.058 2.79 2.917 2.920 0.605 0.494 0.493

25 −205.588 −203.069 −203.389 2.913 2.915 0.385 0.384

26 −216.681 −212.463 −213.006 2.912 2.919 0.482 0.281 0.286

27 −223.124 −220.459 −220.852 2.90 2.979 2.981 0.320 0.320

28 −231.627 −229.133 −229.691 3.038 3.042 0.491 0.353 0.352

29 −235.299 −234.478 −234.944 3.00 3.088 3.091 0.294 0.294

30 −241.662 −240.390 −241.245 3.06 3.134 3.141 0.431 0.241 0.245

31 −244.040 −244.960 −245.592 3.12 3.171 3.175 0.179 0.180

32 −249.849 −250.368 −251.279 3.12 3.206 3.213 0.473 0.118 0.119

33 −252.071 −252.763 −253.540 3.19 3.274 3.282 0.230 0.235

34 −256.228 −256.766 −257.901 3.23 3.344 3.355 0.340 0.340

35 −256.970 −259.616 −260.475 3.40 3.396 3.405 0.385 0.386

36 −259.740 −262.943 −264.190 3.448 3.463 0.429 0.424

37 −259.999 −263.731 −263.619 3.525 3.534 0.463 0.459

38 −262.314 −264.918 −265.691 3.596 3.596 0.497 0.445

39 −261.807 −266.121 −266.155 3.627 3.640 0.478 0.465

40 −263.240 −267.709 −267.804 3.658 3.680 0.461 0.451

In Fig. 2, the binding energies per nucleon for Mg
isotopes from the RMF+SLAP calculations are shown
in comparison with the available experimental data [70].
The RMF+SLAP calculations give a very good descrip-
tion of the data except for some nuclei. The binding
energy for 26Mg is overestimated a little bit, while the
nulei close to the drip line are slightly underestimated.

Fig. 2. Experimental and calculated average bind-
ing energies for Mg isotopes as a function of neu-
tron number N .

One- and two-neutron separation energies are defined
as

Sn(Z,N) =B(Z,N)−B(Z,N −1) (15)

S2n(Z,N) =B(Z,N)−B(Z,N −2) , (16)

which are very sensitive to test a microscopic theory.

Fig. 3. Experimental and calculated one-neutron
separation energies for Mg isotopes as a function
of neutron number N .

In Figs. 3 and 4, the one- and two-neutron separa-
tion energies from the RMF+SLAP calculations (open
circles) with PK1 in comparison with the data (filled cir-
cles) are shown. From the figures, it can be seen that the
experimental odd-even staggering is well reproduced in
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the RMF+SLAP calculations for both the one-neutron
separation energy and the two-neutron separation en-
ergy. The calculated two-neutron separation energies S2n

of Mg isotopes agree reasonably well with the available
experimental values except for 22Mg, 32Mg, 36Mg and
40Mg. The large discrepancy in 32Mg is connected to the
shape and the shell structure at N = 20. For the nuclei
close to the drip line, the Woods-Saxon basis may be
better than the harmonic oscillator basis when solving
the Dirac equation (3) [73].

Fig. 4. Experimental and calculated two-neutron
separation energies for Mg isotopes as a function
of neutron number N .

A comparison of the quadrupole deformation β2 be-
tween the RMF+SLAP calculations and the experimen-
tal data is shown in Fig. 5. The experimental data,
RMF+SLAP and RMF calculations are denoted by cir-
cles, squares and triangles, respectively. The evolution
of the quadrupole deformation changing with neutron
number is similar in both experimental data and theo-
retical results. However, the RMF+SLAP calculations
are smaller than experimental data. In Ref. [72], the de-
formation parameter β is determined from the measured
B(E2 : 0+

1 → 2+
1 ) values,

β= (4π/3ZR2
0)[B(E2 : 0+

1 → 2+
1 )/e2]1/2 (17)

where the radius R0 is taken as 1.2A1/3 fm. However,
it has been demonstrated that this empirical relation for
the radius is only suitable for medium-mass and heavy
nuclei [72]. For light nuclei, the estimation for the radius
R0 is too small, which leads to a large deformation β with
Eq. (17). After considering this factor, the consistency
between the calculation results and the data will be im-
proved. As for the semi-magic nucleus 32Mg, the data
shows a large quadrupole deformation, which turns out
to be nearly spherical in both models (β∼ 0.1). This also
results in a large discrepancy from experiment for the
two-neutron separation energy S2n of 32Mg, as shown in
Fig. 4. Other mean-field models predict spherical shapes

for 32Mg, too [65, 66, 74]. For isotopes beyond this nu-
cleus, large deformations are observed, which is related
to the quenching of the N = 20 shell closure. This is the
so-called “island of inversion”, in which beyond mean
field calculations are needed [75].

Fig. 5. Experimental and calculated quadrupole
deformation parameter β for Mg isotopes as a
function of neutron number N . The experimen-
tal data, RMF+SLAP and RMF calculations are
denoted by filled circles, open squares and open
triangles, respectively.

Fig. 6. Total (open circles), proton (open squares)
and neutron (open triangles) pairing energies for
Mg isotopes as functions of neutron number N ,
obtained from the RMF+SLAP calculations.

In Fig. 6, the neutron, proton and total pairing ener-
gies for Mg isotopes as functions of neutron number N
obtained from the RMF+SLAP calculations are shown
as open circles, open squares and filled circles, respec-
tively. The neutron pairing energies have an obvious
odd-even staggering with increasing neutron number due
to the Pauli blocking effect of the unpaired nucleon in the
odd-A nucleus, while the proton pairing energy varies
smoothly with increasing neutron number N . It can
also be seen that neutron pairing energies get larger with
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the increase of the neutron number. Hence, in the light
Mg isotopes, the proton pairing energy contributes a lot,
while in the heavy Mg isotopes the neutron pairing en-
ergy is the main part of the total pairing energy. Noted
that in the semi-magic nuclei 32Mg and 40Mg, the pairing
energies are large, which may indicates disappearances of
the traditional magic number at N = 20 and 28 in the
Mg isotopic chain.

5 Summary

In this work, the ground state properties of Mg iso-
topes have been investigated using the RMF+SLAP
with PK1 effective interaction. These results are also
compared with the RMF calculations. The experi-

mental data, including binding energies, one- and two-
neutron separation energies, are well reproduced in the
RMF+SLAP calculations. The odd-even staggerings in
nuclear binding energies and the one-neutron separa-
tion energies are well reproduced. The tendency for the
quadrupole deformation change with neutron number is
consistent between experimental data and theoretical re-
sults. The paring energies are also investigated, which
indicate that in the light Mg isotopes, the proton pairing
energy contributes a lot, while in the heavy Mg isotopes
the neutron pairing energy is the main part of the total
pairing energy.

The authors are grateful to Prof. Jie Meng for fruitful

discussions.
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